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The results of studying angular dependent spectral parameters in a magnetic field are reported in the chiral
smectic C phases of a smectogen 1-methylheptyl 4�-�4-n-decyloxybenzoyloxy�-biphenyl-4-carboxylate. Our
data provide direct evidence of a phase transition between two ferrielectric phases in this compound, viz.
three-layer �SmCFiI

* � and four-layer �SmCFiII
* � superlattices. Simulation of spectral patterns of the methyl �C10�

deuterons obtained after an aligned sample is rotated by 90° in the magnetic field rules out the “clock model”
for the three-layer and four-layer structures in these ferriphases. Instead, our data obtained under a magnetic
field �9.4 T� seem to favor an “asymmetric clock model” for the interlayer packing. Interlayer jump rate is also
obtained from the simulation of angular dependent spectra in these ferrielectric phases, and compared with
those in the antiferroelectric SmCA

* phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of antiferroelectric smectic C phase
�SmCA

*� in a liquid crystal �LC� �1� has led to many interest-
ing tilted smectic structures �e.g., SmC�

*, SmC�
* , and other

subphases�. This is a consequence of combining chirality
�lack of mirror symmetry in molecules� and polarity �from
lateral electric dipole�s� in molecules�. Numerous experi-
mental studies �2–9� of chiral LC together with the develop-
ment of a theoretical model which accounts for the relevant
interlayer interactions have led to a typical phase sequence
for these materials: SmC�

*-SmC*-SmCFi2
* -SmCFi1

* -SmCA
* .

Transition from the synclinic SmC* to the low temperature
SmCA

* phase usually occurs via two intermediate subphases,
because of frustrations between two very different helical
superstructures. It is known that SmCA

* has a two-layer peri-
odicity with the molecules in neighboring layers having the
same tilt angle �o with respect to the smectic planar normal,
and a � difference between their azimuthal angles �i, while
in a SmC* phase �i varies continuously, but slightly from
one layer to the next. The ferrielectric phases SmCFi1

* �or
SmC�

*� and SmCFi2
* �or SmCAF

* � show instead three-layer and
four-layer periodicity, respectively �3,10,11�. It’s also widely
agreed at present that the clock model �12� or asymmetric
clock model �13� is closer to the reality than the Ising model
�14�. However, the disposition of molecules in a base unit for
these ferriphases �see Fig. 2� has remained a subject of in-
tense study for quite some time. A variety of experimental
probes has been attempted to obtain the molecular disposi-
tion, including resonant x-ray �2–4,11�, optical rotatory
power �5–7�, ellipsometry �8�, and dynamic light scattering
�9� studies. Deuterium NMR �DNMR� spectroscopy has
been proven as a powerful technique to shed light on the
structure, ordering, and dynamics of LC �15�. A recent work
has demonstrated how the angular dependent deuteron spec-
tral patterns can be used to extract interlayer jump diffusion
rate in the SmCA

* of a chiral LC �16�. Possible structural
distortions by the NMR magnetic field can be satisfactorily

treated �16–18�. Recently we have applied the same method
to obtain the jump diffusion rate in the SmCA

* phase of
1-methylheptyl
4�-�4-n-decyloxybenzoyloxy�-biphenyl-4-carboxylate
�sample 10B1M7� �19�. This molecule �see Fig. 1�a�� has
been reported to show only one ferrielectric phase based on
an optical study �20�. It would be of interest to verify this by
means of NMR, even though the molecular arrangements in
the ferriphases obtained under a high NMR magnetic field
may not necessarily be the “ground state” structure. To the
best of our knowledge, NMR technique has not been ex-
ploited to extract molecular arrangement information in fer-
rielectric phases. In this paper, angular dependent DNMR

FIG. 1. �a� Molecular structure of a partially deuterated
10B1M7. �b� The geometry of a sample rotation experiment. n is
the molecular director. �x ,y ,z� frame is fixed to the LC smectic
layers.
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spectral parameters are explored to extract the molecular
structure and jump rates in the ferrielectric phase�s�. In par-
ticular, the free induction decay �FID� intensity as a function
of sample rotation angle is found to be a powerful means to
distinguish between the Ising and distorted clock models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the
necessary theory to describe the spectral patterns in the
three- and four-layer ferrielectric phases. Section III gives a
brief description of the experimental method, while Sec. IV
contains the results and discussion. A brief summary is in the
last section.

II. THEORY

The observed DNMR line shapes in SmCFi
* phases can be

described as in the SmCA
* phase �19� by a multisite jump

problem, and the free precession evolution of the magnetiza-
tion for one base unit �three or four layer� with azimuthal
angle � can be calculated by the Bloch-McConnell equation
�21� dM /dt=�M, where M is a column vector with magne-
tization components Mi for the site i,

� =�
− if�� − �/2� − 2� � 0 �

� − if�� + �/2� − 2� � 0

0 � − if�� + � − �/2� − 2� �

� 0 � − if�� + � + �/2� − 2�
� , �1�

� = �− if�� + �� − 2� � �

� − if�� − �/2� − 2� �

� � − if�� + �/2� − 2�
�

for the SmCFi2
* and SmCFi1

* case, respectively, � is the prob-
ability of the molecule jumping from one layer to one of the
two neighboring layers per unit time, � is illustrated in Fig. 2
and f��� is the resonant frequencies for different sites given
by �22�

f��� = ±
3

4
�	̄Q�3�sin � sin �0 cos � + cos � cos �0�2 − 1� ,

�2�

with 	̄Q being a time-averaged nuclear quadrupolar coupling
constant along the long molecule axis, and �0 the molecule
tilt angle with respect to the normal of smectic layers. The
geometry used for the angular dependent study is shown in
Fig. 1�b�. For an aligned sample produced by slow cooling
from the isotropic phase, the helical pitch axis is along the
external magnetic field. The magnetization formed �23� after
a solid echo �90x

° −
−90y
° −
� sequence �24� is

M�t� = Re�1� · e��t+
��e�
M0�*� . �3�

Initially all sites are equivalent, and the initial condition
MFi2

0 =� 1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 , 1

4
� and MFi1

0 =� 1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3
� are taken for conve-

nience. The observed line shape is a linear superposition of
magnetization from all the smectic layers within one pitch,
and can be obtained by Fourier transform of the free induc-
tion decay calculated by

FID�t� = �
0

2� � dz

d�
	M�t�e−�2t2/2d� , �4�

where exp�−�2t2 /2� is to account for the spectral line broad-
ening with � being a fitting parameter, d� /dz describes the

distribution of the azimuthal angle along the helical pitch �z�
axis which accounts for possible distortions of the helical
structure. From the spectra obtained at �=90°, a critical field
HC�40 T is estimated in both SmCFi2

* and SmCA
* phases

�19�. The intensity of echo maximum I�� ,2
� is simply given
by Eq. �4� at t=0, i.e., I�� ,2
�=FID�0�.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The sample 10B1M7 was deuterated on the achiral chain
�Fig. 1�a�� �19,25�. Based on our DNMR study, the SmCFi

*

phase of 10B1M7 actually includes two subphases, and its
relevant phase sequence by cooling is SmC* �342 K� SmCFi2

*

�335 K� SmCFi1
* �330.3 K� SmCA

* . The sample was aligned
and cooled to the desired temperature in the SmCFi

* phases
for angular dependent studies. Deuterium spectral patterns
were collected at 61.4 MHz on a Bruker Avance 400 system
equipped with a Bruker high precision goniometer probe.
Solid echo pulse sequence was used to generate all 2H spec-
tra and to give the echo maximum intensities at different
rotation angles � �see Fig. 1�b��. The 90° pulse width was
3 s. Typical number of scans needed to observe the FID or
its Fourier transform was 128 and the recycle time between
scans was 1.5 s. Our experiments showed that there was no
observable field-induced sample reorientation or layer de-
struction in the studied � region of 0° –90° for SmCFi2

*

phase. The helical structure in SmCFi1
* phase was found to

distort more easily than in SmCFi2
* and SmCA

* phase by the
NMR magnetic field. However, there was no sample reorien-
tation or layer destruction found in SmCFi1

* phase up to 90°.
This proves that the anticlinic order is far less sensitive to the
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external magnetic field than synclinic ordering �16�. When
measuring the angular dependent echo intensities, we fo-
cused on the C10 methyl deuterons whose spin-lattice relax-
ation times are the largest �26�. At the same time, the echo
intensity did decay faster when 	̄Q /� was larger �19�. There-
fore, 
�400 s was selected to avoid the complication in-
troduced by the other deuterated sites, i.e., the measured
echo intensities for � angle between 3° –85° was mainly due
to the C10 deuterons �19�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical angular dependent DNMR line shapes collected at

=30 s in the two phases are shown in Fig. 2. In the small
rotation angle region, their line shapes are quite similar to
those in SmCA

* phase, i.e., the characteristic line shape of
SmC* phase with two singularities �17,22� is modulated by
the interlayer diffusion of molecules to produce a line shape
showing a single peak together with two shoulders �16�. The
spectra of the SmCFi1

* phase show obvious structural distor-
tions at high rotation angles, since the intensity of one edge
singularity is much higher than that of the other, especially at
�=90°. The simulated line shapes in SmCFi2

* at 339.7 K us-
ing Eq. �4� and dz /d�
constant are also plotted in Fig. 2
for direct comparison. From simulation of line shapes at dif-
ferent temperatures, the jump rates � have been obtained in
the SmCFi2

* phase. These are plotted versus the reciprocal
temperature along with those reported earlier �19� for the

SmCA
* phase in Fig. 3. It is clear from the figure that the

activation energy for the jump process is same �ca.
78 kJ/mol� for the two anticlinic �four- and two-layer�
phases. The theoretical spectra for �=90° using different
models, viz. different � angles, using Eq. �4� are shown in
Fig. 4�a� �SmCFi1

* phase� and Fig. 4�b� �SmCFi2
* phase�,

where typical values �=3 kHz, �0=21°, and 	̄Q=10.5 kHz

FIG. 2. Experimental angular dependent DNMR line shapes
�only emphasize C10 methyl signal� in the SmCFi1

* �334.6 K� and
SmCFi2

* �339.7 K� phase of 10B1M7. The molecule disposition in
one repeat unit for these two phases are shown at the top. Also
shown are simulated line shapes �positive halves only� for 339.7 K
using �=5 kHz, 	̄Q=8.2 kHz, �0=22.6°, �=20°, and �=1 kHz.

FIG. 3. Plot of interlayer jump rates � versus the reciprocal
temperature obtained by fitting line shapes ��� in SmCFi2

* phase and
the solid echo intensity curves��� at different � in both ferriphases.
� in SmCA

* phase ��� along with linear fitting curve �solid line� are
reproduced here based on line-shape simulations �19�. Dashed lines
denote phase transition temperatures between neighboring phases.

FIG. 4. Simulated line shapes using different azimuthal � angles
at rotation angle �=90° for the three-layer SmCFi1

* phase �a� and the
four-layer SmCFi2

* phase �b�. �c�Plots of positive frequency at �
=0 ��� and frequencies of the two edge singularities seen at �
=90° �� and �� versus the temperature. Solid lines denote fitted
curves.
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were used. When �=0 for the Ising model, the line shapes
are exactly same as those in SmCA

* and SmC* phases. As �
increases, the separation between two edge singularities de-
creases gradually. Eventually, the edge singularities collapse
to a single peak for the perfect “clock model.” Only a “dis-
torted clock model” or “asymmetric clock structure” can ex-
plain the observed line shapes at �=90° for these two fer-
riphases. The frequency at �=0 and the frequencies of the
edge singularities seen at �=90° are plotted versus the tem-
perature in Fig. 4�c�. There is no obvious frequency discon-
tinuity across different studied chiral phases. In the Ising
model, the three frequencies are same as those in the SmC*

and SmCA
* phase, given by the following �22�:

	± = ±
3

4
	̄Q�1 −

3

2
sin2 �0	 �� = 0 ° � ,

	1
± = ±

3

8
	̄Q, 	2

± = ±
3

4
	̄Q�1 −

3

2
cos2 �0	�� = 90 ° � .

�5�

Solid lines in Fig. 4�c� are globally fitted curves using Eq. �5�
by assuming that �0 has a second order polynomial tempera-
ture dependency and 	̄Q has a linear temperature depen-
dency, leading to

�0 = 20.65 + 0.128�T − Tc� + 4.30 � 10−3�T − Tc�2,

	̄Q = 10.24 + 0.112�T − Tc�, Tc = 342 K. �6�

The good agreement between the calculated and experimen-
tal data does not preclude a small nonzero �, since the edge
singularities at �=90° are not sensitive to small � values
�e.g., frequency shift about 2% at �=33° in SmCFi1

* phase,
and at �=27° in SmCFi2

* phase�. To demonstrate that the
asymmetric clock structure is a proper description of the two
ferrielectric phases in 10B1M7, accurate � determination can
only be extracted from the angular dependent echo intensity
curve.

The measured echo intensities I�� ,2
� normalized by the
intensity at �=0, I�0,2
� for a typical temperature in the two
ferriphases, and two 
 values are plotted as a function of � in
Fig. 5. The echo intensity at �=0, I�0,2
� was taken as an
adjustable parameter. Thus, four parameters I�0,2
��

=400 s�, I�0,2
��
=600 s�, �, and � were used to simul-
taneously fit the two curves with 	̄Q and �0 calculated from
Eq. �6�. In SmCFi1

* phase, the fitting is only limited to small
� angles, i.e., �25°, to avoid tedious calculations due to the
magneto-induced distortion of the helical structure. For small
angles, the distortion is small and dz /d�
constant was
used. It is seen that the theoretical curves are in excellent
agreement with the experiment. Fitting the angular depen-
dent echo intensities at three temperatures in SmCFi2

* phase
yields �=22±3° �339.7 K�, 19±3° �337.4 K�, 25±3°
�336.4 K�, and two temperatures in SmCFi1

* phase �
=22±5° �331.7 K�, and 23±5° �333.6 K�, as well as their
corresponding jump rates �, shown also in Fig. 3. Thus, the
� angle appears to be identical within experimental uncer-
tainties in these ferriphases. This is consistent with the con-

clusion obtained by x-ray technique �2�. Even the angle �
compares well with those of the chiral LC MHDDOPTCOB
�2,8�. The derived � using echo intensities in the SmCFi2

*

compares well with those obtained above by line shape simu-
lations �Eq. �4��. The self-diffusion constant is related to the
interlayer jump rate by D� =4L2� /�2 �L is the smectic layer
thickness� under the assumption that molecules can freely
diffuse to the two neighboring layers �19�. The temperature-
dependent layer thickness L for this compound has been
measured using x-ray method �27�. It is found that the layer
thickness is only slightly temperature dependent in the
SmCFi

* phases. The average value L=3.5 nm can be used to
estimate the diffusion constant. Typical calculated values in
the two phases are D��337.4 K�=2.1�10−14 m2/s and
D��331.7 K�=1.7�10−14 m2/s. The self-diffusion or jump
rate is a thermally activated process in SmCFi2

* phase except
the pretransitional behavior near the transition to the ferro-
electric phase. The sudden change of self-diffusion between
synclinic and anticlinic phase was also observed by tradi-
tional self-diffusion measurements on the same sample �27�,
though their values are significantly higher. It is interesting
to note that the � values in the SmCFi1

* phase do not fall on
the solid line in Fig. 3, indicating a deviation from the be-
haviors of its two neighboring phases. To obtain � by fitting
line shapes in SmCFi1

* phase is harder due to the distortion of

FIG. 6. The temperature dependent critical field Hc in SmCFi1
*

phase ���. The transition temperatures are denoted by dashed lines.

FIG. 5. Experimental echo intensities I��� versus the rotation
angle � for 
=400 s ��� and 
=600 s ��� along with fitting
curves �solid lines� at �a� 339.7 K in SmCFi2

* phase and �b� 331.7 K
in SmCFi1

* phase. The intensities are normalized by the intensity at
�=0, I�0�, which is treated as an adjustable parameter �see text�.
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helical structure at large rotation angles. However, the criti-
cal field Hc can be obtained from the distorted spectra at �
=90°. The solitonlike distortion of the helical structure by
the magnetic field in the chiral smectic phases can be ex-
plained by a simple Landau theory, which gives �16,17�

� dz

d�
�

�=90°
=

const
1 − �2 cos2 �

, �7�

where � is a fitting parameter, and is related to Hc by Hc
=H ·E��� /� at �=90°. Here H=9.4 T and E��� is the ellip-
tical integral of the second kind. The critical field values in
SmCFi1

* phase, plotted in Fig. 6, are obtained by fitting the
spectra taken at �=90° and various temperatures using Eq.
�4� and Eq. �7�. It can be seen that there are sudden jumps of
the critical field near the two phase transition temperatures of
SmCFi1

* phase. It is noted that the interlayer jump rates in
chiral ferriphases can not be obtained from experiments such
as the resonant x-ray technique.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the local structure and dynamics of anticlinic
smectic phases can be determined unambiguously, albeit in a
high NMR field, from the angular dependent DNMR line
shapes and solid echo intensities. At the same time, structural
distortions under the external magnetic field can also be stud-
ied to find the critical field for unwinding the helices in the
SmCFi1

* phase of 10B1M7. A monodeuterated sample will be
useful for avoiding interference from other deuterated sites,
thereby leading to more accurate � and � values. This
method also shows the potential for exploring other new
phase structures that show large alternation of molecular tilt
direction.
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